WHY CHOOSE IMMERSIVE...

TYPICAL INSTALLATION
(What you get with everyone else)
- Projections and sound
- Videos and still images
- Interactive floor
- Lights
- Effects

WITH IMMERSIVE INTERACTIVE
You get all of the above and....

- A Complete 360 Degree Solution
- Initial site survey
- Building your immersion space
- In-house software to add, create and manage your own content
- Lifetime training and support

- Tablet Based Integration
  To control your environment from your tablet
  Access to new and exciting content downloads
  Full suite of effects including:
  - Lights
  - Snow
  - Scents
  - Rumble
  - Wind

- Full interactivity on all four surfaces and floor
- Gestural control using multiple and front facing Kinect sensors
- Floor to ceiling projections with correct aspect ratio (no distorted projections)
- Perfectly seamless, flat projection surfaces
- High quality projections that can light up any fixed space
- Can scale to project onto massive floor spaces
- A mobile system

- Variety of templates allowing you to create your own content
  - Fully interactive content templates
  - 360 video
  - 3D immersive experience
  - Web content